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1 Preface
The thesis “Design of modulations for Wireless (Physical-Layer) Network Coding
(WNC)” is primarily submitted as a partial fulfilment of the requirements for the PhD
degree. It summarizes my up-to-date research activities as a PhD candidate at the
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, the Czech Technical University in Prague.
1.1 Goals of the Thesis
There are two major goals of the thesis. The thesis is intended to
1. introduce current state-of-the-art of WNC strategy supported by a detailed
and actual list of references. We tried to support the introduction by sufficient
number of basic examples and illustrations to explain the most important parts
also to the readers not working in the field.
2. Present our original contributions and map them to the current state-of-the-
art of WNC research.
2 Current State-of-the-art of Wireless Network Cod-
ing Strategy
WNC is an emerging approach for wireless networking which holds a lot of expecta-
tions in the research community today. Its origin dates back to 2006, when parallely
three research groups [1], [2] and [3] introduced the concept of network coding at
the physical-layer. WNC originates and shares basic ideas of Network Coding (NC).
Particularly, a) the relaying nodes perform some form of information compression
similarly as does network coding (in wired error-free networks in order to reach a
max-flow min-cut capacity bound) and b) shared wireless medium is utilised as nat-
ural broadcast rather than an interference producing Point-to-Point (P2P) link. The
last corner stone of WNC, which is distinct from NC, is c) a physical-layer processing.
NC has been originally build upon error-free bit-pipes manipulating with data packets
and using algebraic operations over finite fields [4]. In WNC, we demand an equi-
valent operations with real signals at the PHY layer over unreliable wireless channel.
This challenging approach (on optimal conditions) allows to exploit interference and
turns it into the extra capacity benefits. For reference and introductory literature, we
recommend survey paper [5] with plenty of creditable references, book chapter [6]
and tutorials [7] and [8].
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2.1 Origin of WNC
New and strikingly simple idea of [1], [2] and [3] was that the relay does not need
to decode jointly [dA,dB] at the Multiple Access (MA) stage of a two-way relaying
but rather directly a function of the data which will be broadcast at the BroadCast
(BC) stage (here, the function of data is an invertible function providing one of the
data message e.g. bit-wise XOR dA ⊕ dB). In this text, we denote the invertible
function providing one of the data message as a network coding function, although
functions used in the standard NC approach are often considered over finite-field but
functions admitted in WNC are more general algebraic structure – Latin squares [9].
The information theoretic rates in case of WNC are not limited by the MAC capacity
region. The scheme is briefly depicted in Fig. 1. As conjectured in [10], the rect-
angular capacity region given by the cut-set bound theorem [11] can be potentially
achieved. Work [10] compares 2-stage protocols using Amplify-and-Forward (AF),
Joint-Decode-and-Forward (JDF) and WNC strategy (here denoted as De-Noise-and-
Forward (DNF)). It concludes that the highest achievable rate for symmetric channel
links and high SNR provides WNC. In the low SNR region are achievable rates of
WNC and JDF asymptotically identical [12].
2.2 Tutorial Example: WNC in a 2-WRC
Let us consider WNC approach in a 2-WRC as a tutorial example. Although the in-
formation theoretical analysis in [10] predicts the highest achievable rates to WNC
when terminals use long codewords, we can simply demonstrates the basic principles
on per-symbol relaying (which is also practical for real implementation). For the
sake of simplicity, assume an ideally time-synchronised scenario with AWGN disturb-
ance1. Assuming that both terminals use Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modu-
lation alphabet AA = AB = ABPSK = {−1,1}, the received signal at the MA stage is
x = sA + sB +w, where constellation points sA,sB ∈ABPSK and w denotes an AWGN
1This could be a baseline model in a static frequency-flat environment with wireless channel cancellation
adaptation.
Figure 1: One round of 2-way communication in a 2-WRC using the WNC strategy.
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Figure 2: Decision regions of dAB = dA⊕ dB decoding at the MA stage of the WNC
2-way relaying.
noise. We define a one-to-one data-to-signal modulation mapper as
M : dA = 0→ sA =−1, dA = 1→ sA = 1. (1)
Superimposed constellation point sA + sB attains one of the three possible points from
AA+B = {−2,0,2}. Notice that constellation points −2 and 2 uniquely correspond to
data pairs [dA,dB] = [0,0] and [dA,dB] = [1,1], but constellation point 0 may corres-
pond to either [dA,dB] = [0,1] or [dA,dB] = [1,0] and we cannot decide between them.
But this is not a source of errors, because the relay decodes and broadcasts a network
coded data symbol dAB being a bit-wise XOR function dAB = dA⊕ dB which for both
undistinguishable cases [0,1] and [1,0] yields the same dAB = 0⊕ 1 = 1⊕ 0 = 1, see
decision regions for dAB decoding in Fig. 2.
2.3 Channel Coded WNC
The tutorial example from the preceding section presents an uncoded per-symbol re-
laying. The per-symbol relaying is practical in the sense that no additional delay is
induced at the relay, however it possess much higher error performance as would have
with channel coding. There are several ways how to implement channel coding into
the WNC 2-way relaying. Theoretically, the scheme with the highest achievable rate
requires long codewords used by the terminals at the MA stage. From its superposition
is obtained network coded data packet, re-encoded and broadcast to the final destina-
tions. The processing of channel decoding and network coding should be performed
jointly, see its concrete realization using Factor-Graph Sum-Product Algorithm (FG-
SPA) with LDPC codes in [13]. A separate processing of these two operations is
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sub-optimal as claimed in [12] and [14]. The relay processing which uses channel
decoding and network coding separately shows approximately 1dB loss (Bit Error
Rate (BER) at 10−4 using BPSK constellations and LDPC with interleaver size 1000
and code rate 0.4 at SNR 5dB [13]) over the optimal processing. Similar performance
loss suffers a sub-optimal relaying scheme where network coded symbols are obtained
per-symbol and consecutively channel encoded. This approach is denoted as a layered
relay processing [15]. It requires linearity of the used network coding function, but
the processing is less demanding than the previous schemes.
2.4 Fading Channel Parametrization Effects
2.4.1 Relative-Fading of WNC Relay Processing with CSIR
Information theoretical analysis of WNC [10] assumes perfect knowledge of Channel
State Information (CSI) at all the nodes which is used for an ideal time, phase and fre-
quency synchronisation and power control. In a real system operating over wireless
channel, the amount of feedback required for such a perfect synchronisation would
be prohibiting. In order to bring WNC closer to real implementation, work [16] con-
siders only local knowledge of CSI at the receiver side. In this setting, a new form of
fading in the WNC relaying appears. We call it a relative-fading effect [17], because
it happens when a ratio of channel gains is close to certain critical values (denoted
as singularities) no matter what are the actual channel gain values. So it can happen,
that the system performs very poorly even though both channel gains at the MA stage
are strong enough. Figure 3 presents such a situation when 4QAM constellations are
used by the terminals and the relay decodes a bit-wise XOR function. The reason
why channel parametrisation is still an issue even when perfect Channel State Inform-
ation at the Receiver side (CSIR) is available (which does not appear in standard P2P
communication) is due to the following. The received signal is x = hAsA + hBsB +w,
where sA,sB are constellation space signals, hA,hB are frequency-flat channel coeffi-
cients known by the relay and w denotes a complex AWGN sample with variance 2N0.
The relay may work with an equivalent signal when one of the known coefficients is
eliminated e.g. as
x′ = x/hA = sA + hB/hAsB +w′ = sA +αsB +w′, (2)
where w′ is a sample of AWGN with variance 2N0/|hA|2 and α denotes a channel para-
meter ratio. We conclude that even with CSIR the superimposed constellation is still
parametrized by channel ratio α which may have a significant impact as shown in
Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Example of the relative-fading at the WNC MA stage using 4QAM con-
stellations and bit-wise XOR decoding. Case a) with hA = hB = 1 performs much
better than case b) with hA = 1, hB = ejpi/2 although in both cases the magnitude of all
channel coefficients are the same.
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2.4.2 Adaptive WNC Method Eliminating the Relative-Fading
The authors of [16] proposes an adaptive relay processing where a network coding
function decoded by the relay is adaptively chosen according to the actual chan-
nel ratio α in order to maximize minimal Euclidean distance and thus it eliminates
the relative-fading. Surprisingly, the proposed network coding adaptation based on
4QAM alphabets requires network coding functions with higher cardinality than 4.
Paper [9] analyses the adaptive WNC strategy using theory of Latin squares and pro-
poses a simpler algorithm for the search of suitable network coding functions. Pa-
per [16] also generalises the adaptive WNC strategy for 2-WRC with multiple an-
tennas at the relay. Following works [18], [19] confirm that adaptive WNC strategy
provides significant gains in the TCM coded system and in the system using multiple
antennas at the relay and destinations. Our latest work [20] advices that there ex-
ist better constellations for adaptive WNC than 4QAM such as 4HEX constellation,
where the relative-fading is eliminated by adaptive WNC without the use of network
coding functions with cardinality higher than 4. The extended (higher than 4) cardin-
ality network codes are undesirable since it introduces redundancy decreasing the data
rates at the BC stage.
2.4.3 Elimination of the Relative-Fading Without any Adaptation
Our works [21], [22] reveal that the relative-fading may not appear for special type of
modulation schemes and network coding functions (BPSK and bit-wise XOR being an
important example) without any form of adaptation. Such modulations were denoted
as Uniformly Most Powerful (UMP) alphabets due to the similarity with UMP para-
metric detectors which performs the best among all possible detectors for any para-
meter value. In our case, UMP alphabets are those having maximal (the best) minimal
distance among all possible constellations with identical minimal distance of primary
alphabet for any channel parameter α value. Paper [21] identifies some important
features of UMP alphabets like a) bit-wise XOR network coding function is neces-
sary but not sufficient condition for UMP alphabets, b) orthogonal and bi-orthogonal
signalling is UMP and c) multi-dimensional constellations need to be used to ful-
fil UMP condition when alphabet cardinality is higher than binary. In the design of
multi-dimensional UMP constellations we can beneficially consider naturally multi-
dimensional schemes like frequency modulations Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and
CPM [21]. The numerically designed UMP multi-dimensional constellations using
non-linear optimisation tools were proposed in [22]. It shows that UMP condition
cannot be apparently achieved when constellation spectral efficiency is higher than
1 [bits/complexconstellationdimension]. Ignoring the effect of the relative-fading
leads to a serious performance degradation and even constellation alphabets which
are not UMP but are resistant to the relative channel phase rotation provide consider-
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able gains [22], [23]. According to the extensive performance evaluation in [17], we
conclude that the relative-fading has much lower negative impact in a system with a
reasonable level of diversity which is a usual assumption in reliable communication
systems for wireless channel.
2.4.4 Non-Coherent WNC 2-Way Relaying
Another method dealing with wireless environment without any adaptation is a non-
coherent “blind” approach. It requires no CSI neither on a transmitter nor a receiver
side. Paper [24] develops a non-coherent WNC using orthogonal FSK signalling.
The non-coherent WNC relay processing is very different from the canonical P2P
non-coherent envelope detector. Another non-coherent WNC scheme using TCM and
MIMO 2-way relaying has been recently presented in [25].
2.5 Constellation Design for WNC in an AWGN 2-WRC
WNC possesses several unique features in comparison to canonical P2P communic-
ation. We have already mentioned the effect of relative-fading. As another feature,
we present a problem of constellation design optimising minimal Euclidean distance.
WNC error performance does not depend only on channel coding & modulation but
also on which network coding function is decoded at the relay and what type of symbol
indexing is used by the terminals. For instance, 8PSK constellation has minimal dis-
tance δ 2min = 0.59, but when used at WNC MA stage, the minimal distance of bit-wise
XOR decoding is only ∆2min = 0.34. It can be even shown that there is no network cod-
ing function which would result in a higher minimal distance. So, even if the relative-
fading is not an issue due to e.g. CSI available at the receiver as well at the transceiver.
It is generally not obvious what type of constellation, indexing and network coding
function leads to the highest minimal distance. Our paper [26] focuses on this issue.
It shows, that constellations taken from a common lattice structure which are indexed
in a special way (indices form an arithmetic progression along each lattice dimension;
such indexing is denoted as Affine-Indexing (AI)) has a minimal distance equal to the
minimal distance in a P2P channel. It works under the condition that modulo-sum net-
work coding function is decoded at the relay. Paper [26] also presents some additional
features like that not every lattice-constellation is indexable by AI and it presents a list
of constellations with the maximal possible minimal distances. Paper [27] is focused
on a joint constellation and network coding function design. It allows unequal chan-
nel gains and alphabet cardinalities. The approach considers combination of different
canonical constellations like 2-, 4-, 8-QAM etc. finding a combination of constella-
tions, its precoding coefficients and network coding functions leading to the highest
minimal distance. This design of network coding functions uses the greedy clustering
algorithm trying to cluster the closest superimposed-constellation points (as long as
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the network coding function is invertible) into the same cluster in order to maximize
the minimal distance. The clustering algorithm is the same one introduced in [16].
2.6 WNC in other than 2-WRC Network Topology
The concept of WNC 2-way relaying is theoretically as well as practically quite well
understood for cases with both CSIR & Channel State Information at the Transceiver
side (CSIT), CSIR only and no CSI at all, including imperfect time synchronisa-
tion [28] and assuming current state-of-art communication approaches such as MIMO,
TCM, turbo codes and principles of adaptation. Despite relatively good knowledge of
WNC 2-way relaying, the optimal WNC strategy in a more complex network topology
is the big unknown. From this point of view is the NC approach at the link-layer much
more practical since it scales well into more complex topologies (although it does not
provide such capacity gains as WNC). Strategies like the Compress-and-Forward (CF)
strategy which designs PHY layer as to match the standard link-layer NC seems to be
very promising. So far, WNC has been successfully generalised for a chain topo-
logy [7] (i.e. a bidirectional network with one source-destination pair and multiple
serially connected relays between them) and for a wireless butterfly network [8]. Cer-
tainly, we could separate a complex general network topology into several 2-WRCs or
other understood topologies, but the resulting scheme would be suboptimal as noticed
e.g. in [29], [30]. Paper [29] shows that WNC strategy tailored for a star topo-
logy (i.e. two source-destination pairs bidirectionally communicating via a relay with
reasonably strong cross channel links) substantially increases achievable rates over
the strategy based on WNC for twice 2-WRC. In a star topology, the cross channel
links deliver more information to the final destination, even though the information
is not intended to the final destination, it enables higher network coding compression
at the BC stage. Similarly as [29], our approach [30] proposes WNC strategy for a
3-terminal 1-relay multicast network. The gain is obtained w.r.t. the strategy that
considers the 3-terminal 1-relay multicast network (3T-1R) as a two 2-WRC. Partic-
ularly, paper [30] proposes a joint constellation prerotation & terminal constellation
& its indexing & network coding function that allows compression of two orthogonal
MA stages (corresponding to 2× WNC in a 2-WRC) into the single MA stage where
multiple network coded data symbols are decoded at once.
2.7 WNC in a General Network Topology
The WNC strategies presented in the preceding subsection are based on an optim-
isation constrained to a given network topology. So far, no general rule how the
optimal solution should look like is known. The generalisation of WNC for a gen-
eral multi-source multi-destination network is still an open challenge. The situation
is very complicated due to a huge number of parameters which influence the optimal
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solution (e.g. every node may have different form of CSI and level of synchronisa-
tion, cooperation and knowledge of the overall network topology, etc.). Development
of WNC strategy that is robust to the substantial portion of imperfectness is likely
to be more important than the WNC strategy achieving the maximal sum-rates but
under unrealistic conditions requiring tremendous data overhead. A WNC design for
general wireless network is also challenging due to the lack of information-theoretical
knowledge, i.e. there is no paper like [10] for the 2-WRC saying that WNC is the
optimal relaying strategy in a general wireless multi-source multi-node network. This
fact is demonstrated in unidirectional Multiple Access Relay Channel (MARC) where
decoding of a function of the incoming data is not always the best solution [31].
2.8 Real Implementation of WNC
There are a few real verifications of WNC gains in a practically implemented system.
The reason is a) the same as in case of NC, i.e. the overall network architecture needs
to be completely revamp and it is difficult to simply extend the existing concept by
WNC processing, b) several new challenges need to be solved such as an impact of
wireless channel and synchronisation issues and generalisation for a general multi-
node multi-source network. Recently, paper [32] presents a real implemented solution
in a 2-WRC. The authors selected OFDM and Cyclic-Prefix (CP) strategy to combat
time asynchronisation and frequency-selective fading. The gain of WNC is confirmed
in Ettus Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) scenario based on modification
of the 802.11a/g standard. It assumes BPSK terminal constellations, bit-wise XOR
network coding function and standard convolutional channel codes. Related work [33]
introduced an AF network coding based relying called ANC. Although ANC non-
optimaly amplifies also AWGN noise, it still provides a SNR gain∼ 30% over the NC
based solution (implemented in COPE protocol [34]). ANC scheme combats time,
phase and frequency asynchronisation by a special signal processing using a non-
coherent Minimum-Shift Keying (MSK) modulation implemented in the GNU-radio.
We conclude that current state-of-the-art of WNC implementation does not go much
further then in the 2-WRC.
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3 Summary of Main Contributions
3.1 Design of Lattice-Constellations and Constellation-Indexing
for WNC 2-Way Relaying using Modulo-Sum Decoding
Problem. Let us consider a WNC 2-way relaying where both terminals use constel-
lations curved from a common lattice structure and the relay node decodes a modulo-
sum function of transmitted data symbols at the MA stage. Performance of such a
system with AWGN is strongly determined by the used constellation indexing. For
some indexing, the minimal distance of modulo-sum decoding is 0 (some points of
superimposed-constellation are equal despite correspondence to unequal modulo-sum
of data symbols) as shown in Fig. 4 b). It causes a considerable loss in the error per-
formance as well as in the alphabet-constrained capacity.
Figure 4: Minimal distance of the modulo-sum decoding with constellation index-
ing a) equals to the minimal distance of primary constellations since all identical
superimposed-constellation points lie in the decoding region with the identical
modulo-sum data symbol dAB. Indexing b) implies that some superimposed points
of modulo-sum decoding will be decoded erroneously.
Contribution. We show that if indices form a modulo-arithmetic progression
along each lattice (real) dimension (denoted as Affine Indexing (AI)), the minimal
distance of modulo-sum decoding equals to the minimal distance of primary terminal
constellations as shown in Fig. 4 a). We also find that some canonical constellation-
shapes prevent existence of AI, therefore we propose a greedy-sphere packing al-
gorithm for constellation-shape design which jointly maximizes minimal distance and
10
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Figure 5: Uncoded symbol error performance curves of several canonical constella-
tions and proposed constellations. The light-green line with triangular markers de-
notes 4-QAM performance. The dash-dotted curves denoted as ’analytic’ are the pair-
wise symbol performance bounds.
keeps existence of AI [26]. In certain cases, we have found the constellations with the
highest possible minimal distance of a network coding function decoding. The error
performance curves are shown in Fig. 5.
3.2 Design of Constellations for Adaptive Minimum-Cardinality
WNC utilising Hexagonal Lattice
Problem. Let us focus on a constellation design for adaptive WNC strategy in a wire-
less 2-way relay channel. It is well known that 4QAM constellation requires extended-
cardinality network coding adaptation to avoid all singular channel parameters at the
MA stage [16]. The cardinality extension is undesirable since it introduces the re-
dundancy decreasing the data rates at the broadcast stage.
Contribution. We target a constellation design removing all the singularities
without the cardinality extension [20]. We show that such a constellation is a 4-ary
constellation taken from hexagonal lattice (4HEX)
A4HEX =
√
2/4
{
−3− j√3,1− j√3,−1+ j√3,3+ j√3
}
, (3)
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Figure 6: Adaptive network coding N XORadapt (α) based on the bit-wise XOR function
for 4HEX.
which we present as a main contribution. The relay adaptively selects Ni(dA,dB) =
[Ni]dA,dB according to adaptive network coding function N
XOR
adapt (α) shown in Fig. 6
where Ni = Pi[0,2,3,1][NXOR], i ∈ Z3 and NXOR is given by
NXOR =


0 1 2 3
1 0 3 2
2 3 0 1
3 2 1 0

 . (4)
Adaptive WNC using 4HEX and bit-wise XOR based network coding adaptation re-
moves all singular channel parameters as shown in Fig. 7. It keeps comparable error
performance at the MA stage as popular 4QAM (depicted in Fig. 8), however without
the cardinality extension. The similar properties has been found also by unconven-
tional 3HEX and 7HEX constellations.
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Figure 9: Symbol error rate of BPSK and QPSK in AWGN and Rice K = 10dB
channel. Surprisingly, the performance of QPSK in the Rician channel (Rician factor
K = 10dB) is not a simple 3dB shift of the BPSK performance as may suggest the
performance in the AWGN channel, but it performs as it undergoes a stronger fading
channel with smaller diversity order.
3.3 UMP Alphabets: UMP Multi-Dimensional Frequency Modu-
lations and UMP General Multi-Dimensional Alphabets
Problem. WNC is a promising 2-way relaying strategy due to its potential to oper-
ate outside of the classical MAC capacity region when CSI is available at all network
nodes. Assuming a practical scenario with CSI at the receiver side and no channel
adaptation, there exist modulations and network coding functions for which even non-
zero channel parameters (denoted as singular) cause zero minimal distance – signific-
antly degrading its performance as shown in Fig 9. The reason of the QPSK diversity
loss is well explained by analysis of parametric minimal distance
∆2min = min
Nadapt(dA,dB) 6=Nadapt(d′A,d′B)
∥∥∥∆s(dA,d
′
A)
A +α∆s
(dB,d′B)
B
∥∥∥
2
, (5)
where ∆s(dA,d
′
A)
A = s
(dA)
A − sA(d
′
A), ∆s(dB,d
′
B)
B = s
(dB)
B − s
(d′B)
B and α = hB/hA. The minimal
distances are depicted in Fig. 10 and 11. The minimal distance of BPSK has a para-
bolic type of parametrization which is zero only for α = 0 (i.e. hB = 0), while QPSK
indicates zero minimal distances also for some non-zero parameter ratios α which we
call singular channel parameters. They effectively represent additional deep fading
which appears as a diversity-loss in the error curves in Fig 9.
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Figure 10: Minimal distance ∆′2min(α) of BPSK showing no singularities.
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Figure 11: Minimal distance ∆′2min(α) of QPSK showing singular parameters
{± j,±1± j,±1/2± j/2}.
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Figure 12: Minimal distance ∆′2min(α) of UMP-QFSK with optimized κ = 5/6 showing
no singularities.
Contribution (Design of UMP Frequency Modulations). We have proved that
non-binary linear alphabets cannot avoid these singular parameters. Moreover, some
network coding functions even imply its existence. We show that such a function is
not a bit-wise XOR. We define robust alphabets avoiding all singularities and achiev-
ing the minimal distance upper-bound for all parameter values. We denote these al-
phabets as Uniformly Most Powerful (UMP). We have found that any binary, any
non-binary orthogonal and any bi-orthogonal modulation is always UMP when com-
bined with the bit-wise XOR function [21]. Apparently, non-binary UMP alphabets
are multi-dimensional and so we optimize naturally multi-dimensional modulations
such as Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and full-response Continuous Phase Modula-
tion (CPM) to yield UMP alphabets as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. In case of FSK,
we optimise its modulation index κ and in case of full-response CPM, we optimise
its frequency pulse shape β (t). UMP alphabets provide considerable error perform-
ance gains as shown in Fig. 14, although they require always more bandwidth than in
the P2P case. The extended-bandwidth alphabets may still have comparable benefits
when we demand e.g. alphabets with the constant envelope property.
Contribution (Design of General UMP Alphabets). We formulate a UMP al-
phabet design as a bi-quadratically constrained linear optimisation problem on which
the standard non-linear optimization methods are applied [22]. We design a list of
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Figure 13: Minimal distance ∆′2min(α) of binary full-response CPM with κ = 1/2 and
SRC phase pulse β (t, p) = 12
(
t− p sin2pit2pi
)
with p ≃ 2.35 showing no singularities.
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Figure 14: Symbol error rate in AWGN, Rayleigh/Rice fading channel for modula-
tions QPSK, QFSK κ = 1/2, UMP-QFSK κ = 1 and UMP-QFSK κ = 5/6 showing the
advantage of UMP alphabets (especially in Rician channels).
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Figure 15: Minimal distance ∆′2min of 4-ary 1-D weak UMP alphabet.
UMP multi-dimensional modulations for several alphabet cardinalities and dimen-
sions. It seems that every found UMP alphabet has its rate-per-dimension upper-
bounded by 1bit/complexdimension (i.e. the rate-per-dimension of standard BPSK
alphabet). Therefore, we propose a different type of alphabets called weak UMP al-
phabets which have unlimited rate-per-dimension but fulfil the UMP condition only
for parameter ratios |α|= 1 Minimal distance of 4-ary and 8-ary weak UMP alphabets
A4aryweakUMP =
√
2/5{−2,−1,1,2}, (6)
A8aryweakUMP =
√
1/91{−13,−11,−7,−5,5,7,11,13} (7)
depicted in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 illustrate that all singularities do not occur for |α| = 1
which implies robustness to the phase rotation and the Rician-type of fading. As
expected and shown in Fig. 17, weak UMP alphabets perform several dB gain over
canonical alphabets in the Rice channel.
3.4 Impact of Relative-Fading in WNC 2-Way Relaying with Di-
versity Reception
Problem. We identify two distinct sources of fading significantly degrading the per-
formance of the WNC 2-way relaying with CSI at the receiver: Absolute-Fading (AF)
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Figure 16: Minimal distance ∆′2min of 8-ary 1-D weak UMP alphabet.
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Figure 18: Symbol error rate of QPSK in a SIMO Rice channel.
and Relative-Fading (RF). AF corresponds to a standard small-scale fading of a wire-
less point-to-point channel when absolute values of the channel parameters are insuf-
ficiently strong. RF is a unique paradigm of WNC occurring when certain critical data
symbols are transmitted and a ratio of channel parameters is close to certain critical
values. The negative impact of RF is well demonstrated on QPSK performance in
Rician channel as shown in Fig. 9.
Contribution. We show that the diversity reception techniques (essential to re-
strain AF) significantly suppresses RF as well [17]. We measure the impact of RF
on the uncoded error performance (Fig. 18) and ergodic alphabet-constrained capacity
(Fig. 19) of representative QPSK alphabet in a wireless Rician K = 10dB channel.
We conclude that RF is sufficiently suppressed by systems with a reasonable level of
diversity which is typically assumed if only AF is present. In other words, RF is ap-
parently not so detrimental in practice as may be concluded from an artificial model
assuming uncoded performance with diversity L = 1.
3.5 Optimised Constellation-Prerotation for WNC Relaying in 3-
Terminal 1-Relay Network
Problem. WNC method is an interference harnessing physical-layer concept combin-
ing network coding principles and broadcast nature of the wireless medium. Signific-
ant capacity gains of WNC were shown in a wireless 2-WRC. The extension of WNC
to more complicated network topologies potentially offers even larger gains than in
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Figure 19: Alphabet-constrained capacity of QPSK in a SIMO Rice channel.
the 2-WRC. However, such an extension is generally non-trivial.
Contribution. We show that it is feasible to achieve additional considerable ca-
pacity gains in a 3-Terminal 1-Relay (3T-1R) network [30]. We focus on the constel-
lation design for its uplink MA stage. The throughput maximisation is achieved by
an optimised prerotation of carefully selected source constellations and corresponding
network coding functions, effectively reducing the number of required MA stages. We
propose ASK and modulo sum operation with pi/3 prerotation (Fig. 20) which seems
to be a favourable choice for 3T-1R since it keeps the same minimal distance as in the
point-to-point case which results to the highest achievable rates as depicted in Fig. 21.
4 Conclusion
This thesis is concerned with a modulation design for the emerging wireless network
architecture denoted as Wireless Network Coding (WNC). The modulation design
topic is challenging and still sparsely investigated even in the simplest possible net-
work scenario – a 2-Way Relay Channel (2-WRC) which is our most assumed scen-
ario.
We see a great potential of our work considering affine-indexed lattice-constellations
with modulo-sum relay decoding [26]. This contribution is rather theoretical one, but
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Figure 20: Composite constellation of three mutually pi/3 prerotated BPSK mod-
ulations. The interfering signals at the point 0 in the signal space correspond to
[dA,dB,dC] = [0,0,0] and [1,1,1]. Since these points lie in the region with identical
[dAB,dBC] (identical colour), it is not a source of errors.
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Figure 21: Alphabet-constrained capacity curves for several alphabets, network cod-
ing operations and mutual prerotations.
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due to its simple analytical results, it provides a very useful designing tool. As far
as we know, the modulations and network coding functions have been designed only
numerically, particularly, by suboptimal greedy clustering algorithm [16] or by the NP
hard algorithm filling a partially-filled Latin squares [9]. It can provide a solution only
for reasonably large constellation alphabets. In our approach, we are always sure that
the modulo-sum function is decodable at the relay as long as all lattice-constellations
are affine-indexed. We believe that the lattice-constellations are naturally suitable for
the modulo-sum decoding also in a general network topology because a superposition
of any number of constellations taken from the same lattice is again a point in that
lattice. It is very convenient that we can describe both domains mixed by WNC (i.e.
the continuous signal space of physical-layer and the discrete integer space of network
coding) by a common algebraic structure (by lattice-coordinate integer vectors).
We have successfully utilised the discovered properties of the affine-indexed lattice-
constellations with modulo-sum relay decoding and based on them we find a 4HEX
constellation suitable for adaptive WNC strategy using minimum-cardinality network
coding adaptation [20]. Our proposed 4HEX constellation is probably the most prac-
tical contribution suitable for real implementation.
The considerable part of our work studies negative impact of relative-fading in
wireless 2-WRC. We have found and proposed frequency multi-dimensional modu-
lations robust to the relative-fading [21]. These modulations are beneficial especially
when also the constant envelope property is demanded (e.g. in low-cost receivers or
satellite communication). Our analysis of a general design of Uniformly Most Power-
ful (UMP) alphabets reveals that we cannot entirely eliminate the relative-fading by a
suitable alphabet design when a spectral-efficiency is higher than 1bit/dimension [22].
In that case, we can find alphabets (denoted as weak UMP) with better performance
than standard QAM, PSK but still performing considerably worst than the utmost
UMP scheme. The obstacle of the relative-fading seems to be practically solved when
some level of diversity is assumed as shown in our paper [17]. Either the environment
is so static that we can effort some form of adaptation eliminating the relative-fading
or the environment is so dynamic that a rich source of temporal or frequency diversity
is available. Our analysis shows that the relative-fading has significantly lower negat-
ive impact when enough diversity is provided which is usually fulfilled in practice.
WNC is both theoretically as well as practically quite well understood in the 2-
WRC but the generalisation of WNC into a more complex network topology is still
an open problem. We have identified another potential source of gains based on the
optimisation of the multiple-access stage in a 3-terminal 1-relay network [30].
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Summary
This thesis is focused on a modulation design for emerging Wireless Network Coding
(WNC) relaying strategy respecting various practical and theoretical conditions. Our
contributions concern three main topics.
The first topic is a constellation design for WNC in a simple AWGN 2-Way Re-
lay Channel (2-WRC). The constellation design for WNC is generally challenging
and sparsely investigated since the error performance of WNC processing at the relay
(asymptotically determined by the minimal distance) does not depend only on a par-
ticular modulation alphabet but also on a network coding function used by the relay.
Among other findings, we reveal the important property that the constellations taken
from a common lattice which are indexed in a suitable way (indices form an arith-
metic progression along each lattice dimension) has the minimal distance equal to the
minimal distance as in the point-to-point channel (the important condition is that the
modulo-sum network coding function is used by the relay). Based on this result, we
have designed the constellations with the maximal possible minimal distance. The op-
timality of the proposed constellations are supported by error performance simulations
as well as mutual information alphabet-constrained capacity curves.
The second topic targets a unique phenomenon of WNC in a wireless 2-WRC with
perfect channel state information at the receiver – a new type of fading denoted as a
relative-fading. Its name is derived by the fact that the relative-fading appears when a
ratio of the channel gains is close to certain critical values no matter what are the actual
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values of the channel gains. The well-known relay processing method (using popu-
lar 4QAM) eliminates the relative-fading by the extended-cardinality network coding
adaptation (the cardinality extension is undesirable since it introduces redundancy de-
creasing the data rates). We design and propose special constellations (e.g. 4HEX
constellation) suitable for this method where the relative-fading is eliminated without
the use of extended-cardinality adaptation. As an alternative way how to combat the
relative-fading, we introduce constellations immune to the relative-fading without any
adaptation denoted as Uniformly Most Powerful (UMP). We identify some important
features of the UMP systems like a) the use of bit-wise XOR network coding func-
tion is necessary but not a sufficient condition for the UMP condition, b) any ortho-
gonal and bi-orthogonal alphabet is UMP and c) generally only multi-dimensional
constellations can be UMP. We optimise naturally multi-dimensional modulations
such as Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and full-response Continuous Phase Modu-
lation (CPM) to yield UMP alphabets. The found UMP alphabets provide consid-
erable gains in a Rayleigh/Rice fading 2-WRC. Although they require always more
bandwidth than in the point-to-point case, they serve well as a performance bench-
mark identifying the schemes which perform close to the utmost UMP case but do
not require more bandwidth. In the next chapter, we use robust non-linear optimisa-
tion tools to design general multi-dimensional UMP constellations with the highest
possible minimal distance for given available bandwidth. It turns out that the UMP
condition cannot be apparently fulfilled when the constellation spectral-efficiency is
higher than 1 [bits/dimension]. Therefore, we propose a different type of alphabets
called weak UMP which possess an unlimited spectral-efficiency but fulfil the UMP
condition only for parameter ratios with absolute value equal to 1. This implies ro-
bustness to the Rician-type of fading.
The third topic is focused on the widely unexplored area of the extension of WNC
to more complicated network topologies. We show that it is feasible to achieve addi-
tional considerable capacity gains in a 3-terminal 1-relay network with the carefully
optimised multiple-access stage. We propose the ASK modulation, the modulo-sum
network coding function and the pi/3 constellation prerotation for this scenario. It
keeps the same minimal distance as in the point-to-point case providing the highest
alphabet-constrained capacity performance among the other modulation, coding and
prerotation types.
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Anotace
Tématem mé disertacˇní práce je návrh modulací pro noveˇ vznikající a slibnou metodu
komunikace v bezdrátových sítích zvanou Wireless Network Coding (WNC). Návrh
modulací respektuje ru˚znorodé praktické a teoretické podmínky. Nové prˇínosy práce
spadají do trˇí kategorií.
První cˇást se zabývá návrhem konstelací pro WNC metodu v jednoduchém Ad-
ditive White Gaussian Channel (AWGN) relay kanále. Návrh konstelací pro WNC
metodu je obecneˇ nárocˇneˇjší (a také méneˇ prozkoumaný) než návrh konstelací pro
komunikaci bod-bod (Point-to-Point (P2P)), protože kromeˇ konstelace samotné ješteˇ
chybovost významným zpu˚sobem ovlivnˇuje výbeˇr network coding funkce, kterou
prˇi detekci používá relay uzel. Kromeˇ jiných vlastností systému se podarˇilo objevit
du˚ležitou skutecˇnost, že konstelace, které jsou vybrané z pravidelné mrˇížky (zvané
lattice) a zárovenˇ jejich indexy splnˇují jisté podmínky (indexy tvorˇí aritmetickou pos-
loupnost v každé dimenzi lattice), pak mají minimální vzdálenost prˇi dekódování
network coding funkce rovnu minimální vzdálenosti konstelace samotné (du˚ležitá
podmínka platnosti tohoto tvrzení je prˇedpoklad, že network coding funkce se dá
popsat jako soucˇet modulo). Na základeˇ tohoto tvrzení se podarˇilo nalézt konstelace s
maximální možnou minimální vzdáleností. Takovéto konstelace poté v porovnání se
standardními konstelacemi vykazovaly nejmenší krˇivku chybovosti a nejveˇtší krˇivku
abecedou podmíneˇné kapaciteˇ kanálu.
Druhé téma se týká unikátního jevu, který se vyskytuje u WNC metody v bez-
drátovém dvoucestném relay kanále, a to je nový druh úniku (fading), který se nazývá
Relativní Fading (RF). Jméno RF vychází ze skutecˇnosti, že k úniku dochází, když
pomeˇr koeficientu˚ kanálu se blíží urcˇitým kritickým hodnotám, bez ohledu na to,
jak jsou jednotlivé koeficienty kanálu velké. Byla navržena relay strategie, která je
schopná eliminovat RF tím, že adaptivneˇ prˇizpu˚sobuje network coding funkci na re-
lay uzlu. Jestliže tato metoda používá populární konstelaci 4QAM, pak mají net-
work coding funkce veˇtší kardinalitu než vstupní abeceda. Extenze kardinality je v
tomto prˇípadeˇ nežádoucí, protože prˇedstavuje redundanci, která pak omezuje celkové
dosažitelné datové rychlosti. V této oblasti se nám podarˇilo navrhnout speciální kon-
stelace, které umožnˇují potlacˇit RF aniž by docházelo k extenzi kardinality. Další
možností jak potlacˇit RF je návrh abecedy, který potlacˇuje RF aniž by se používala
jakákoli forma adaptace. Takovéto abecedy jsme nazvali Uniformly Most Powerful
(UMP) abecedy. Podarˇilo se nalézt neˇkolik du˚ležitých vlastností UMP abeced jako:
a) použití bit-wise XOR network coding funkce je nutná podmínka pro UMP abecedy,
b) ortogonální a bi-ortogonální abecedy jsou UMP, c) nebinární abecedy mohou být
UMP jen pokud jsou více dimenzionální. Proto jsme hledali UMP abecedy, které
vychází z více dimenzionálních frekvencˇních abeced jakými je Frequency Shift Key-
ing (FSK) a Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM). Nalezené UMP abecedy vykazují
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významný výkonový zisk na chybovostech v kanálech s Rayleigh-Rice únikem. Acˇkoli
UMP frekvencˇní abecedy vyžadují širší frekvencˇní pásmo (bandwidth), tak dobrˇe
poslouží jako horní odhad chybovosti, který umožní identifikaci abeced, které nevyžadují
širší frekvencˇní pásmo, ale zárovenˇ mají chybovost blízkou UMP maximu. V další
cˇásti textu jsme se zabývali obecným návrhem UMP abeced, kde jsme pro návrh
použili robustní nelineární numerické optimalizacˇní algoritmy. Optimalizacˇní úloha
byla pak nalézt abecedu pro danou kardinalitu a pocˇet dimenzí za podmínky UMP a
maximální minimální vzdálenosti. Ukázalo se, že UMP podmínku zrˇejmeˇ není možné
splnit, pokud spektrální úcˇinnost abecedy prˇesahuje 1 bit na komplexní dimenzi. Z
tohoto du˚vodu jsme UMP kritérium zmeˇkcˇili, tak aby spektrální úcˇinnost zu˚stala
neomezená, ale UMP podmínka byla splneˇna jen pro absolutního hodnotu pomeˇru
kanálových koeficientu˚ rovnou jedné, což implikuje dobré vlastnosti pro kanály se
silnou Line-Of-Sight (LOS) složkou tj. kanály typu Rice.
Trˇetí téma se zameˇrˇuje na široce neprobádanou úlohu zobecneˇní principu˚ WNC
pro komplikovaneˇjší síteˇ než je dvoucestný relay kanál. Podarˇilo se nám ukázat, že v
komplikovaneˇjší síti se trˇemi terminály a jedním sdíleným relay uzlem metoda WNC
nabízí nový další druh kapacitního zisku, který se neobjevuje ve dvoucestném re-
lay kanále. Tento zisk souvisí s vhodnou volbou optimalizovaných abeced pro fázi s
mnoho uživatelským prˇístupem (Multiple Access komunikace). Pro takovýto model
doporucˇujeme použít vzájemneˇ o pi/3 prˇed rotovanou ASK konstelaci, pro kterou
minimální vzdálenost dekódování modulo-sum funkce je shodná s minimální vzdálen-
ostí abecedy samotné, což umožnˇuje mezi ostatními standartními modulacemi dosáh-
nout nejvyšší dosažitelné datové rychlosti.
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